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Hi MoHB team!
Next lab meeting: Tomorrow at 9:00am (QLD time)
POWER update: Great news on the Power study efforts! We have ethical clearance for the
first phase of the study (surveying electricians about competence, timing since license
renewals, habits, etc.) and are hitting the ground running. As we collect data for this part of
the study, we will be behind the scenes planning the second phase (where we will observe
and record a think-aloud task). We’re planning some risk assessment strategies to ensure
we are not putting Emma’s or anybody else’s safety at risk as we watch the electricians do
their thing. Exciting stuff!
Bundaberg Health Promotions update: Also, great news on the BHP study efforts!
Thanks to the BHP team and Kristie-Lee, we have our baseline data collected and
organized. We even ran some preliminary analyses and there’s some really interesting
findings coming through about how motivation may be impacted by rehabilitation. Rather
than give away the story now, I’ll leave this as a teaser for the meeting’s discussion
tomorrow.
The smartphone IAT study update: In collaboration with Jackie Maher at UNC
Greensboro, the study we’ve got on with smartphone-based Implicit Attitude Tests
completed twice daily for a week is underway and looking great! There’s a slew of data to
compile and I’ve been doing that and swooning over what the analyses will be like. I love
when a study goes as planned.
Current Trends Lecture forthcoming: So, most of you may remember that I do guest
lectures for the Current Trends psychology course and this year is no different. I’ll be
plugging our lab in class next week for a whole refreshing new set of MoHB faces.
Hopefully I’ll recruit us some goodies! We have a few projects starting up so if you have
friends who may be interested in getting some research experience, let them know
about MoHB!
Looking forward to hearing about what everyone’s doing nowadays!
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I respectfully acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the land on which we work and
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